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About This Content

Original soundtrack for The Greater Good. Produced by Sam Enright @EnrightBeats.

Contains 29 tracks in .mp3 format.

Track List:

01. The Grand Adventure

02. Night March

03. Red Glow

04. The Grotto

05. Old Smoke

06. Fight or Flight

07. Scary Cave

08. Now or Never
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09. Birth of a Hero

10. Downtown Hideout

11. Near Death

12. Prairie Dog

13. Frozen City

14. The Far North

15. Holy Place

16. Beacon Fest

17. Flatland

18. Midnight Feast

19. Voices of the Past

20. On the Run

21. City on Fire

22. Elemental Nugget

23. High Wind

24. Dank Jungle

25. Kennedy

26. Machine King

27. Fate of the World

28. Face to Face

29. Boom Boom Ba Choo
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The better of Penny's two currently available skins. Bravely adapts the badass look of the West while keeping her agile and foxy
frame intact.
The use of a Colt Revolver as an augment is a nice touch alongside having a mechanical claw.. I purchased and downloaded it
but cannot find it on my computer . Where do I look and set it up?. Deceptively complex and completely enthralling. The story
slowly draws you in, and it suddenly becomes a very tense and terrifying narrative that really rewards a second (and third, and
fourth) read\/play-through. The artwork and music are very well-suited to the narrative, and it will linger in your memory long
after it has finished.. great concept, ok execution, not worth 40$ cad.

the game is fun at the start. but gets repetitive after a while. The map is basically the same every game, and theres only 2
gamemodes. not to mention voice chat is op in so its obnoxiously hard for soloQ runners to work as a team. 98% of the time, 5
guys are wanking off in bushes since no one can hear each other's moans over the vc that no one uses. w/o coms, games are
impossible to win against an experienced hunter (aka a hunter whos played more than 3 games).

The game isnt as optimized as it could be, but my♥♥♥♥♥gtx745 can still run it better than pubg, so it really isn't an issue.

Also the player base is tiny as♥♥♥♥♥♥and the game is free right now. Queue times are longer than my ............... so I cant
imagine what a nightmare queue times will be when free week ends. I've been in queue for over 10 minutes waiting to play a 5
minute game which is just sad.

there are moments where the game is fun as ♥♥♥♥, but the cons outweigh the pros. its a shame since the concept has so much
potential.

PS. all these reviews saying hunter is underpowered are written by players who have played less than 1 hour... yikes.... This
Game Is Easy to play and please fix multiplayer
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A highly polished visual novel. Great artstyle and soundtracks. I probably enjoyed the arts and the music more than the story
itself, which is good by all means but a little bit obscured and at some points hard to follow. My ending is quite sad, I think.
Many people have died, out of treachery and bad fortune, who I assume could've ended up much better had I made my choices
differently. Anyways, it's a good game. Recommended.. This was a great return to the original style of the games that made Tex
Murphy great. The engine is much more fluid and interactive but, beyond the mechanics of the game, the story is where the real
charm is. Finally we get a answer to what happened to Tex and Chelsee.

I'm Looking forward to the Poisoned Pawn :). Some clarifications first : I do not believe in astrology. I hold a similar opinion
about tarot as expressed in this thread : http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/463290\/discussions\/0\/364040797995587848\/. I
play Kismet on a Vive.

I enjoyed Kismet. It is a quirky experience with some awesome arts, great voice acting and tons of character.
Sadly the AI is pretty bad at the dice game (won on my first attempt, and despite Kismet's opinion, she wasn't even close.).
Additionally, the experience is slightly sub-par on the Vive, as there are practically no interactive elements. I want to pet the cat,
I want to be able to manipulate stuff in Kismet's cabin. That's why the Vive comes with the wands! There is none of that, as the
game seems to have been aimed primarily at Oculus Rift owners. That's too bad, as the wonderfully detailled environment really
scream to be interacted with.

That being said, it is definitely worth buying (and not asking a refund just because it is more of a one-shot experience! Devs
need to eat too, and there is obviously a *lot* of work that went into making Kismet), and if just to give your hippy neighbour
who hates shooting robots something she will be entranced with in VR :)

tl;dr : could be at a slightly lower price point for the Vive, as it doesn't take advantage of the wands at all, but overall a good
buy!. Great Game!. A story about a boy and his shadow, this game makes it's players totally immersed in everything that's going
on. The puzzles are actually a little tricky at times and are a lot of fun to solve. I find myself being connected to the other player
on a different level, since everything depends on total co-operation, and because you always have to be close to eachother, or
you die. And the way the game looks is really charming in it's own kind of way!

I recommend this game to anyone out there that needs something to play locally, since you can beat it in a single session. I also
joined a couple buddies to play through this game at Gigacon 2014, and i had a lot of time to observe it. We beat it in a single
sitting, for about 3-4 hours, and we had an absolute blast. It had a really artistic feel and is something i have been looking for for
a while.
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